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~ The Sovereign Authority of God ~
Chapter and Revelation 2 of 2
The first END days Judgement of man by God's Judge given in the 'Case':
The Australian Tax Office & Baycorp Officials v/s Mrs. C. Barnes
The following contains further information to be deliberated upon by all involved in matters of
control, punishment, debt collection, judiciary and enforcement as related to this case. I set out
below the implications for everyone involved in this case with my deeper reasoning and further
revelation to that given in Chapter 1 of 2.
These articles also reveal the True spiritual difference between the present ‘Constitution of
Control’ by God via man, which is one of control throughout every land on earth, a control
backed by force of arms. The new 'Constitution of Light' to be ushered in is to be a Constitution
which will never be backed by force but by free giving and true personal freedom for all, one
returning peace to earth as man ‘bows’ to God and obeys His “Peace & love” Command.
Item 1 – The proof of 'debt or liability' within the Law of man & God's Law.
Item 2 - My additional points to the JUDGEMENT given in Chapter 1 of 2
Item 3 - Tax debts - Debt collection – Complicity & Culpability.
Item 4 - When is an alleged debt a true debt deemed to be recoverable within the context of the
Constitution and the Command of God?
Item 5 - The Teaching
Item 6 – State ownership of man.
Item 7 – The Sovereign Crown Protector of man is God.
Item 8 – The ticket to Freedom
Item 9 – The leap of Faith
Item 10 – Revelation 2 – The Ruling Fact
Item 11 – The ‘nature’ of God’s Judgement and how IT is accomplished.
Item 12– The Constitution of the new age of enlightenment and freedom of inner sin to be.
~ The 'proof' of 'guilt or debt or liability' within the Law of man & God's Law ~
The 'proof of guilt' or debt or liability as the result of the contravention of a legislated 'Act or
Rule' depends upon whether or not the application of the 'act' stated is valid or invalid within the
Powers granted by the Constitution and, in this 'case,' whether the act used to validate the claim
is overruled and thus nullified by the primary 'Freedom of Religion' Act of the Constitution.
The 'proof of guilt' or 'debt or liability' within the context of God's Law is simply whether the
actions of a person were a contravention of the code of conduct Command of God:
Primary TRUTHFUL and RULING Command that stipulates:
"Go your way in peace and love one another and be merciful, compassionate and forgiving."
The Commonwealth Constitution Act states:
SECT 109 – Inconsistency of laws - When a law of a State is inconsistent with a law of
the Commonwealth, the latter shall prevail, and the former shall, to the extent of the
inconsistency, be invalid.
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My additional points around the JUDGEMENT of The QUESTIONS at hand are:
Question A – The Constitutional legality or otherwise of your action against her and, is the
$2,200 claim a legitimate one in her case or not, in respect to her Constitutional 'Freedom of
Religion' belief Rights?
Judgement on A –The Constitutional Law reality - There are unseen factors needing to be
'exposed' by my pen, factors raised to assist everyone making demands upon others. This
pertains to the 'informant' who seeks recompense (In this case the ATO officials) or the 'informed'
debt collector agency acting for it.
All parties need to understand that within the 'Freedom of Religion' Clause of the Constitution it
is quite clear that a peaceful person who does not disturb the peace of the land is a FREE person
permitted to NOT belong to any Institution of man nor subjected to ANY of its rules.
It is also forbidden by God for a person to support, condone or fund ANY institution of man that
has a contra ideology to that Commanded by God.
As government 'policy' (controlling, taxing, punitive and warring ideology) is in conflict with the
ideological belief in PEACE of individuals such as Mrs. Barnes and others who are not voting
members of the Institution, it follows that she is not a person to be 'taxed or fined or punished' by
any political edicts enshrined as text within the books of rules of said institution naming itself
‘The Government.’
As a consequence of the belief in absolute peace, such an individual is NOT required by the LAW
of the Constitution to submit any tax returns to the officers of said institution. It follows that any
debt collection agency that has either purchased the alleged debt or is attempting to recover same
for the ATO, is carrying out an ILLEGAL activity.
While the $2,200 is ‘listed’ as a tax debt it cannot be such because it is simply a fine imposed by
taxation officials and as such constitutes an illegal imposition within Constitutional law. Equally,
it is illegally imposed within the scope of the Imperial Act 1980 as given below:
Imperial Acts Application Act 1980 – SECT 8
PART II Transcribed enactments
8. [1688] I William and Mary Sess. II (Bill of Rights) c. II - 12. All grants and promises of
fines and forfeitures of particular persons before conviction are illegal and void.
Fines are Unlawful if issued without a court conviction, according to the Imperial
Laws of England, which are still in force and cannot be repealed without a
referendum.
The legislation source below simply states that a person cannot be fined or have their property
taken from them without a court conviction.
Note: The Infringements Court is not a constitutionally recognised court.
Legislation source: http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/iaaa1980240/s8.html
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Question B – Is the Taxation Act 1953 valid in this case or is it overruled by the 'Freedom of
Religion' Act within the Constitution?
Judgement on B – The Constitutional Law reality – Ref: 116 'Freedom of Religion' Clause, and:
Section 109 of the Australian Constitution – quote:In Australia, legislative power is held concurrently by the Commonwealth and the States. In the
event of inconsistency between Commonwealth and State laws, section 109 of the Constitution of
Australia provides that the laws of the Commonwealth shall prevail over those of a State to the
extent of any inconsistency.
(Carter v Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing Board (Vic.)) When s 109 takes effect, the State law
yields to the Commonwealth law, but remains a valid law * of the Parliament which
enacted it.
Note: valid law * - The implication being that State law is valid unless it is overruled
by a Commonwealth Law such as the ‘Freedom of religion’ Act, an Act that ONLY
applies to those who do not disturb the peace of the land.
Operation of the Constitution and laws. This Act, and all laws made by the
Parliament of the Commonwealth under the Constitution, shall be binding on the
courts, judges, and people of every State and of every part of the Commonwealth,
notwithstanding anything in the laws of any State.
In the Annotated Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, Section 330 titled
“Its Interpretation,” John Quick and Robert Randolph Garran say:
"In the exercise of the duty of interpretation and adjudication not only in the High
Court, but every court of competent jurisdiction, has the right to declare that a law of
the Commonwealth or of a State is void by reason of transgressing the Constitution.
This is a duty cast upon the courts by the very nature of the judicial function. The
Federal Parliament and the State Parliaments are not sovereign bodies; they are
legislatures with limited powers; and any law which they attempt to pass in excess of
those powers is no law at all it is simply a nullity, entitled to no obedience."
It follows that the 116 'Freedom of Religion' Clause clearly overrides any latter day Taxation Act.
Due to the facts given - that Mrs. C. Barnes cannot deny her belief in 'Peace at all times and in all
situations' and, she would have to deny her belief if she funded the coffers of an institution
having the proven contra ideological belief in “War.”
The contra ideological belief of the institution of the State government functions as a method of
control via coercive threats, being punitive processes of retaliation and ultimately retribution.
The action taken to recover money from Mrs. C. Barnes is an illegal activity with no
Constitutional backing. There is no contract for services, written, verbal or implied between the
institution named the ATO and herself.
Any assumed ‘contract’ based on past precedent was canceled in her letter to the ATO in 2002
stating her reasons for no longer paying taxes due to her ideological belief. If the ATO believes
otherwise I ask that the contract between the ATO and her be tabled for me to view.
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Mrs. Barnes is being persecuted for her religious belief in absolute pacifism, this is a treasonable
act in contravention of both the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia policy and of the
Constitution Act of the State of Tasmania, as well as being an “activity” that defies the Command
of our Creator.
The ATO ‘officials,’ through their attempts at extortion and other punitive acts against her, are
thus proven to fail in abiding by God’s Command of “Peace unto all,” and are therefore “selfproven” to belong to an “extortionist and punitive” doctrine of retribution and punishment. This
in itself demonstrating that said officials and their organization have a contra ideological
religious belief to that lived and practiced by her.
It is her stated ideological belief that she is entitled to live in accordance with her religious
ideological belief as long as she “Goes her way in peace” as commanded by God and the
Constitution, and thus does not disturb the peace of others nor interfere in their lives, nor cause
others harm.
She further believes that she does not have to “bow” to the dictates or “constraints” of “mortal”
man because their “control and interference and punitive manner” is ungodly and undemocratic
and in opposition of what she believes “freedom and democracy” stands for.
Question C – Is the 'Freedom of Religion' ACT of the Constitution 'dead or alive'?
Judgement on C – The freedom of Religion Act is indeed being ignored because to date no
'precedent' has been set whereby local magistrates can be 'hauled in' or held to be accountable for
their 'lack' of judgement on the “Freedom of Religion’ issue.
The main issue is that the 'Masters of the House' (Earthly Monarch & legislators) who uphold the
Sovereign Constitution have been so 'drunk' on power that even 'they' now believe that
magistrates can do whatever they wish to as long as they 'grab' every penny available from the
people living within their borders.
All I as an individual 'voice' can do is to ALERT you ALL to the FACT that the REAL invisible
Sovereign Ruler (God) is to now show HIS 'hand' in the manner revealed by me on my main web
site and, any person found by HIM to be (a living swine) defying HIS Commanded 'Freedom of
Religion' Policy is to be swept into the abyss for eternity for the utter disregard and cruel
disrespect shown towards HIS children.
Question D – Has the Constitution been overthrown by rogue politicians to the extent that this
base Primary Law of the land is now 'null & void' and thus the government has fallen through
anarchy?
Judgement on D – The government has 'fallen' and as such is operating illegally because a state
of Anarchy exists within the political arena. For a very long time politicians have used their
position to extend their powers beyond the bounds not only of democracy, decency and honour,
but to increase their control over the whole population.
Decency, morality and honour disappeared as they ‘legislated’ many immoral and illegal ‘Acts of
Parliament’ now enshrined as 'laws,' laws permitting the invasion of privacy of the individual.
The exponential increase in monetary extortion and control within every activity of man is self
evident and, In the minds of politicians, the Primary and democratic 'Freedom of Religion' Law of the
Constitution is null and void and is totally ignored by them as well as by magistrates and judges
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and in a manner that is treasonable while enabling politically motivated edicts to flourish and
thereby mislead everyone. The ultimate consequence of this is the disintegration of society.
The doctrine of ‘lawlessness’ now exists within all areas of the government and judiciary. This is
illegal as is their control over the population. Their taxation is illegal and their overbearing RULE
is also illegal in the context of the Constitutional powers which grants their mandate.
Conversely, it is important to remember the existence of the “Peace & love & forgive” code of
conduct policy granted to all mankind within God's Sovereign Command which is also totally
ignored by politicians, judiciary and law enforcers alike.
Question E - The most important point is whether or not our client has immunity from
persecution, prosecution and enforced taxation and protection by the Constitutional Authority
stemming from her spiritual belief in the doctrine of PEACE.
Judgement on E – Yes, the client has immunity from persecution, prosecution and taxation and is
guaranteed protection by the Crown within the 'Freedom of Religion' act of the Constitution. As a
consequence, it follows that any punitive action against her 'person' is an illegal activity of the
most serious nature.
Mrs. Barnes knows that IF any person is foolish enough or 'bold' enough to go ahead and extract
money from her bank account then it is simply a 'debt' owed to God for some other 'infringement'
of HIS 'policy,' – “As you do to others is done unto you.” This would make such a theft a debt
being seized on His behalf by an arrogant person who will ahead suffer the same loss within the
Law of God (As you sow so shall ye reap) and, - - Since she is an absolute pacifist she will take no action against such a persecutor but will simply
give him the wisdom of God's holy Word to help him on his way.
Question F - Is the 'Freedom of Religion' Act of the Constitution being ignored by the Judiciary
and enforcement agencies? If "Yes," then a state of ANARCHY exists, and illegal 'rule' by force of
arms exists.
Judgement on F – The 'Freedom of Religion' Act of the Constitution is being ignored by the
Judiciary and enforcement agencies and a state of ANARCHY does exist. This has resulted in
illegal 'rule' by force of arms.
If magistrates wish to earn an honest wage they must ‘judge’ using the ‘lead’ of the law
established for them by the Constitution and they must be guided by it accordingly. When a
magistrate ignores the Constitutional Law and mandate he is assuming that ‘as god’ he is above
the Law.
Let them open their eyes and follow THE LAW because their present ‘choice’ to ignore the
Sovereign Mandate granted within the Constitution, the raising of same being their only
authorization, their ‘legitimacy,’ shows the insanity, anarchy, and vanity of the day.
Magistrates do grave injustice not only to themselves but to the people and worse still, to the
police and other ‘controllers’ who are LITERALLY being given a ‘bum steer’* by precedents now
set in cold hard rock. In so doing the police have been placed in grave peril because, not only are
they unknowingly exceeding the Constitutional mandate and disturbing the peace of the
peaceful, but within God’s Law, as they ‘judged’ so will they be judged, not by the laws of men
but according to God’s Law.
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Note: ‘bum steer’* - Being directed to intimidate, seize goods, fine, punish and incarcerate
peaceful persons with NO ‘legal’ backup within the Law of the Land nor the ‘Command of God.’
Equally, the 'legality' of raising up a 'Taxation' department in the first instance, - - - being an
institution within an institution and, - - - which invokes its own rules of engagement and, - - that have punitive measures attached for non compliance backed by force of arms to impose its
demands upon others, is an illegal activity in God’s eyes as well as being in total contravention of
the Command of the Supreme Authority, Almighty God.
Is it legal to attempt the collection of a debt that has been proven to be illegal? – NO.

~ Tax debts - Debt collection – Complicity & Culpability –
Politicians are no longer servants of the people but instead have become 'masters' who by
'invocation' impose ‘edicts,’ inspired by their every 'wish or whim,' created solely for the purpose
of extracting money from the people.
These endless sums of money are of a twofold origin. One of the first was the introduction of
taxes by legislation. Many of these were based on a living LIE when the one who introduced it
into ‘law’ was the same person who made a promise prior to their 'election' that no such tax
would ever be imposed by them or their office, as for example with the imposition of the GST.
(Goods & services tax)
The other nature of monetary extortion is that gained by the process of implementing 'fines' for
the disobedience to any one of a multitude of ‘edicts’ enshrined in increasing ‘new laws’ issued
by whosoever is in office at the time.
These fines are purported to be for the benefit of the community as a 'deterrent' and punishment
for any ‘breach’ of the introduced law. Under the guise of ‘paternal protection’ these endless
‘edicts’ bear a strong resemblance to the extortion of money via the direct taxation system.
More to the point, the 'fine’ if it remains unpaid, generally due to the poverty of the individual,
not only increase the debt but it is used as an instant revenue raiser when sold off to a debt
collection agency.
This type of organization then goes forth as 'wolves' hunting down their victim to dispossess
them of their money in whatever nefarious way possible, even to the extent that their victims
become insolvent or homeless. Such actions are reminiscent of practices engaged in by the Mafia
or other such nefarious organizations of crime and certainly do not belong in “Constitutionally
legal” affairs and, - - The officials employed by debt collection agencies go forth and persecute others in order to earn
their 'wage' all believing that the Institutional 'Act' under which they are licensed to 'steal' is a
valid and legal entity which abrogates them from any 'comeback.' This is a grave error of belief.
In many cases coercion is used by threats that monies will be 'added' to the debt, the fear of
which is meant to force compliance. Far greater pressure is also used by initial threats including
theft of property (stealing) which is also deemed a ‘legalized’ tool utilized to recover said debt.
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Any resultant mental, emotional or physical trauma engendered by these methods of 'recovery' is
perceived by the 'collector' as 'legal Justice’ and consequently deemed to be 'honorable.' It is the
legalization of these methods by either ‘governmental departments and/or the judiciary’ which
has led to the belief that there is no 'recourse' upon any who were involved in the 'persecution'
of the 'victim' and their family.
The stealing, coercion and punishment used by debt collectors whether falsely ‘legitimized’ or
not, causes a 'disturbance' of the peace of the other, and is therefore in contravention of the "Do
not disturb the peace of the land" Act of the Constitution. It is also a denial of the 'Word' of the
Sovereign Crown Ruler, God, and consequently is an illegal, criminal activity subject to His Law.
It is this error of judgement and the very bad policy it inspired which incites civil unrest.

~ When is an alleged debt a true debt deemed to be recoverable? ~
It is incumbent upon the debt ‘collector’ to do their homework first to ensure that the alleged
debt is in fact a debt or otherwise. The debt collector needs to understand that if in fact it is not a
true debt, any attempt to pursue the person concerned is an illegal attempt at extortion, and if
found to be such by THE AUTHORITY then all complicit to this attempt suffer the painful
consequence.
Is a true debt recoverable within the context of the Constitution and the Command of God?
"Yes," but the person seeking payment must first 'show' that the debtor factually accrued such debt
through either borrowing the funds or for services supplied at the request of the 'debtor' but
which the debtor then failed to pay, and, - In either event, in order to satisfy the "Do not disturb the peace of the land" ORDER within the
Constitution and God's Command, the 'collector' cannot use coercion or force. The debt collector
needs to be a 'mediator' who only makes 'civil’ and agreed arrangements with the debtor.
In the event that the debtor is dishonorable and refuses to pay, then they must be forgiven by the
'claimant' and the debt thus left unpaid, but, - - The dishonorable debtor must be advised that within the Superior Law of the invisible Creator
that nothing is for free and the outstanding 'dues' will be collected by Him. (God) Men need to
understand that God’s justice is absolute and always impartial and His Dark punitive forces will
always balance the Scales of Justice.
All the loss or inconvenience or suffering resulting from the debtor failing to pay his dues would
'fall' upon his own head at a later time as so ordained by God in this world or the next.
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~ The teaching ~
Every person needs to be taught that God Commands man to be ‘giving,’ respectful and
considerate of others. Those who believe that they are justified in using others to support their
ways or, by using their services with no payment, need to be taught that their ignorance and
arrogance will simply lead them into the similar situation later when others equally 'rude' and
inconsiderate will walk in and take from them.
It is God the Authority who sets the wolves in motion against persons who disturb the peace. It
is God who 'authorizes' their punishment at the hands of other mortals, individuals arrogant
enough to defy His "Peace" Command which leads them to mete out divine retribution within the
precepts of His 'eye for an eye' Law but which also, mostly unknown to them, causes them to
accrue a similar painful spiritual due.
Every 'government official' today has the status of a 'mini god' with the 'legislated' right to report
an infringement to a rule which, if not complied with, then results in control, interference,
persecution and punishment of another person. These punishments are backed by rules that are
legal as well as illegal within the definition of the Constitutional TEXT explained herein.
It must be understood that this realm of consciousness is one filled with persons having 'Sin' *
within their souls. (The ‘Sin’ is the Dark negative emotions within all.)
Given the reality of the existence of this dark energy within mankind, it causes people to at times
become 'sinners.' * (Sinners, being those who succumb to their negative emotions and as they lose
control of their thoughts they cause others to suffer in some way.)
Becoming a sinner simply means that at times individuals lose control of their 'sanity' due to the
power within of their negative emotions. When this happens they become persons who DO
'disturb the peace of the land.'
These people then become 'active' sinners subjected to the punitive repercussion of being a
person having the religious DOCTRINE and BELIEF in the use of aggression to cause harm or
injury or a disturbance. Once acting in this way these people prove their religious adherence to
the use of FORCE as they defy the Sovereign Power and they are then 'liable' to be taxed and
fined and punished and dispossessed within the bounds of the present Constitution.
There are however persons, individuals living on the land and having negative emotions within
them, (SIN) that do NOT lose control of their emotions and thoughts and thus they do NOT
disturb the peace of the land. This they do because they try very hard to live by the religious
ideological belief in PEACE at all times and in all situations as Commanded by the Creator and
the Constitution and, - - These persons having the conduct of PEACE do have immunity from having to belong to any
group or institution of man which has a contra 'warring' disposition and consequently these
people ARE granted immunity by the Constitution and God from having to conform to the rules
or edicts set by other mortals.
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~ State ownership of man ~
Every person living on the landmass of Australia or any other land needs to ask themself:
1.
2.
3.
4.

When did I ‘commission’ the Institution of ‘government’ to own my body, mind, and
soul and thereby be my ‘conscience? – NEVER
When did I accept by written ‘consent’ to be controlled by the TEXT in the ‘books’ of
rules used by officials of said institution? – NEVER
When did I agree to live in accordance with the beliefs of other mortals employed by said
institution? – NEVER
Am I entitled to walk alone with God as my guide and protector and follow my own
conscience? - YES.

People living on earth need to understand that when they ’vote’ in a man or woman to be their
‘leader’ and ‘protector’ they make the choice to have man, rather than God, become the
consciousness that rules them.
When they so do either by vote and tax contributions to the Institution they prove that they have
enslaved themselves to ITS controlling, interfering, punitive, warring and destructive ideological
doctrine. This doctrine, consisting of the – rules – laws – edicts and regulations which are then
imposed upon them, results in them giving over individual RIGHTS and, - - Having done this, individuals automatically become complicit to all the interference and injury
imposed upon others by their servants, being state officials, government officers and their
enforcers.
The consequence is that their suffering becomes greater as God, via telepathically inspired
legislation, burdens them all even more for their unfaithfulness and continued defiance of Him
and His “peace & love” Command.
IF a person wishes to have God as their leader and protector and become ‘free’ they must be
obedient to God and be peaceful, merciful, compassionate and forgiving unto others who are still
not living in peace. Those living in peace under God’s commandment must also NOT support
any contra doctrine and, - - They must only pay for the provision of benign community services that they need to use or seek
to support, and they will GIVE freely from their income to others who they wish to assist as
asked by God.
After ‘summarising’ all the available information at hand it is my conclusion that:
X - There is no constitutional nor spiritual legality for any institution of man to raise up a
‘taxation’ department that exists solely for the purpose of extorting money from people in a
forceful manner.
Y - There is no constitutional nor spiritual legality for any person employed by any institution to
raise up ‘edicts/rules/decrees/laws’ invoking punitive attachments for non conformity because
all are coercion and threat.
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Z - There is no constitutional nor spiritual legality for imposing any ‘fine’ for a taxation offence
unless the ‘recipient’ has by legal agreement bound themself by said ‘consent’ to pay the tax
office an ‘agreed’ amount of money annually for any expressed purpose. Example: For protection
by armed forces or, the provision of other itemised services that were agreed to and provided,
but then remained unpaid.
There is also no spiritual legality in the assumption of the controlling ‘body’ of any institution
that IT, the Constitution, invoked by mortal man, - - - could in any way exonerate them or
subsequent people upholding said Constitution, - - - from having any immunity from God’s Law
in respect of any contravention of the overriding Sovereign Command of God:
“Go your way in peace and love one another.”
Any contravention to these precepts places all complicit into the punitive aspect of God’s LAW:
“As you did ‘punitively’ do unto others will by others be done unto you.”

~ God the Protector ~
As God is the invisible 'protector & avenger,' we the 'children' need to show Him our trust in His
Power as we simply get on with our life without supporting, condoning or funding any person or
institution such as the 'government' that has the contra religious ideology to that of Peace as
commanded by God.
The 'Crown' being the ultimate Sovereign Power that stands invisibly behind the Constitution of
man is God the Father. The often 'named' earthly personages such as Queens, Kings, or other
leaders are not the 'head of house,' they are simply the ignorant 'puppets' raised up by men
whose edicts and ways are always protected by men using force of arms.
This force is the Dark energy of God in action that is being used to control, subjugate, and punish
sinners who continue to defy their God as they support and condone and fund the contra
ideology of War in their defiance of His "Peace" code of conduct Command.
This destructive force being the forbidden to use fruit from the 'Tree of Evil' is the means of
CONTROL by God via man in every realm of consciousness outside heaven, the ONLY realm of
pure light and NO control and, - - As this dark energy is absolute 'deception,' it hides itself within a 'cloak' of honour and justice
that IT IS, but man sees not that as they implement ITS control over others that they are
presuming to be 'as great as' God.
Having total belief in his own invincibility man now believes that he has immunity from God’s
Law. That is the 'gravest' error of belief leading to the eternal damnation and agony of the
individual exercising these 'powers' over others.
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~ The ‘ticket’ to freedom ~
The 'ticket to freedom' is granted by God to those that have faith in Him and His power to protect
them IF they bow in subservience to His Commanded code of conduct policy, and this immunity
is enshrined as a 'precept' within the Constitutional 'Freedom of Religion' clause.
Yes, believe it or not our God is very 'close' and is observant of all and everything going on at
every moment of passing time.
What is the 'immunity' granted?
It is the immunity from persecution, control, enslavement, harassment, prosecution, punishment,
banishment, dispossession, injury and suffering.
It is the freedom to live with no 'restraints' and to thus not be coerced or forced to support and
fund the contra ideology of War and, to not have to live within the political legislation of other
mortals and therefore to not be a person 'governed' by the ideological rules of other mortals.
Why is this immunity ignored by magistrates?
Because even though you may now have chosen to live within the "Peace, love, mercy,
compassion, forgiveness" precepts of God's Command and have also decided to not fund by
taxes or fines the coffers of other ideological 'beliefs,' there are still spiritual 'dues of suffering' to
be met by all of us.
These dues are dues within the context of God’s Law, dues that derived from your past when
you were still defiant of God and complicit to the iniquity imposed upon others via the system
you supported.
This accounts for the reason as to why the mind of the 'magistrate' simply ignores the
Constitutional ruling because his mind is controlled by God who telepathically passes out
ongoing punitive judgements upon you until such time as all your past dues to Him are paid.
After such time and when all your spiritual debts to God are paid then no man, whether judge or
magistrate is able to enforce any punitive judgement upon you because in their mind they will
find no 'reason' to so do as you now have God's protection.
~ The 'leap of faith ~
The leap of faith is simply seizing control of your fears and courageously 'jumping' into the
unknowable and unseen as you 'trust' and 'believe' in the existence of an invisible all powerful
'being,' a God who has the power to protect you, uplift you, purge your soul of dark energy (sin)
and save you and ultimately grant you entry to His Paradise of pure love and light in the after
life.
I have written much in my earthy time but I now choose to use the text within an old 'Viking'
book of 'Runes' that was given as a gift to my dear wife Gillian many years ago by her best friend
with his inscription inside:
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"May your TRUE self be revealed."
All my texts written to you the reader have the same intent as he had when he placed his little
gift in her hands. I now 'copy' some of ITS text herein for I do believe that they are applicable to
those taking or seeking to take that 'leap of faith.'
It is headed by the words: “The unknowable, the God Odin” – The Viking God.
“This is the Rune of total trust and should be taken as exciting evidence of your most immediate
contact with your own true destiny which, time and again rise like the phoenix from the ashes of
what we call fate - - - relinquishing control is the ultimate challenge of the spiritual warrior - - Here the unknowable (God) informs you that it (He) is in motion in your life and - - - by choosing
that Rune - - - it shows - - - undiluted potential - - -the totality of being - - - all that is to be
actualized.
This 'Rune' when chosen brings to the surface our deepest fears - - - Will I be chosen? Will I be
abandoned? Will it all be taken away? And yet our highest good, our truest possibilities and all
our fertile dreams are held within that 'unknowable' blankness.”
Willingness and permitting are what this Rune requires, - - - this Rune calls for no less a
courageous act than the empty-handed leap into the void - - - and is a direct test of faith.
I now reiterate that THE 'leap of faith' required by GOD your Creator is that you TRUST in His
capacity to protect you and purge your soul and grant you eternal freedom IF you now turn your
back to the controlling, interfering, punitive, merciless, unforgiving and warring ways of man
and turn to Him and 'bow' to His Primary Command and, - - In order to permit His: "As you did sow so shall ye reap" Law to fulfill itself in your life and thereby
to pay all your dues, you must "Go as a lamb to the slaughter" and never retaliate when faced by
adversity while courageously you forgive your enemy as you give them God's message via your
good and loving counsel.
~ Revelation 2 - The ruling FACT ~
The raising up of a Constitutional document or a 'flag' or 'nation' was motivated via the mind of
mortal men by God the Father so that He, from a 'distance,' could rule and control sinners, being
those who defy Him and believe in the use of force and 'protection' by man and, - - It is thus that God controls, subjugates and punishes said sinners who believe in obeying the
dictates of men inspired by God's Dark power. It is the failure to see this truth that leads to none
seeing that this punitive aspect of God's energy is what leads all 'followers' deeper into lack, loss
of freedom, hunger, deprivation and great travail.
The reality is that God gave mankind the 'Freedom of religion' proviso in the ruling Sovereign
Constitution so that ANY individual who truly believed in the "Go your way in peace & love &
mercy & forgive thine enemy" Command of God would be freed from the strangling control of
negativity and, - - -
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The act of going their way in peace and with love, mercy and forgiveness means that those
individuals did not 'vote' nor condone nor support nor fund by taxes the controlling, interfering
and punitive government.
These individuals consequently become a person FREE to go their way in peace without ANY of
the rules/edicts/ laws legislated by the institution of government being applicable to them.
They are free to do whatever they wish to as long as they do not disturb the peace of the land.
Any person who continues to vote in someone to 'govern' them ahead of their God is a deluded
and ignorant person who by that act informs God that they are deserving to be controlled,
enslaved, interfered with, taxed, punished, dispossessed, or killed.
There is ONLY one 'Shariah' Law of Islam. There is only ONE Law of 'Christendom' or any other
religion, for there is ONLY one God who is named 'Allah' by some and 'God' or 'Odin' etc., by
others
The ONE Law states:
"AS you sow so shall ye reap – as you do unto others will by others be done unto you on an equal and thus
'eye for an eye' basis."
It is imperative that you understand that it is ONLY those who now turn their backs to the use of
force and governance by man who will survive spiritually and become free to roam the heavens.
Enlightened man will know that every person or institution using the 'spear, axe, sword, gun or
rules' as its 'tools' of control or enforcement, is a terrorist organisation that was 'elevated' through
arrogance, pride, vanity, greed, power and ignorance and, - - Any such institution is an 'order' having the doctrinal belief in the use of force to vanquish all
opposition and is therefore a very DARK religion posing as a benign fatherly figure. The support
of it is to be avoided at all costs.
As government agencies using their rules have seized control of every aspect and endeavor of the
lives of man, the believer in 'peace & love' must withdraw their support and only fund the benign
community provision of services directly. Funding the 'heart' of the system via taxes means that
you are also funding its 'life blood' which is the factor of control and punishment.
Man needs to understand that the Dark energy of God exists within His frame and IT is
indestructible and ONLY His prerogative to use with immunity.
IT the dark essence is simply what it IS, being the destructive energy essence that is opposite but
equal to the creative Light energy essence of God and BOTH have the same immutable and
infinitely JUST Law:
"Use MY energy and IT will return unto you in EQUAL measure of pain or pleasure."
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~ How God's Judgement is implemented ~
Let it be known to all mankind that the Dark Sovereign Power God has 'endless' lists listing the
names of all spirit beings existing outside the realm of heaven, being persons that have
contravened His Command and are thus defaulters.
The 'case' against these persons have been accrued, added to, or 'amended to’ every moment by
moment of time and, I am advised that the FINAL Judgement is soon to be imposed upon all as
and when God the Almighty Authority voices that it is to so BE.
The manner in which each is to be judged is now revealed, and the example I give applies equally
to each of thee. You are judged ‘punitively’ upon your accrued daily critical, judgemental,
merciless, cruel and unloving, unforgiving or punitive activity in your interaction with others,
being any action in contravention of:
The Primary TRUTHFUL and RULING Command of God that stipulates:
"Go your way in peace and love one another and be merciful, compassionate and forgiving."
Any benign action that is in accordance with the precepts of God’s Command is recorded within
the benign aspect of God's Law, whereas this final Judgement refers to the punitive aspect of
God's Law as God 'balances' HIS Scales of punitive Justice against any conduct unbecoming that
arose due to you defying His code of conduct Policy and, - - - in denying the Command and by
trespassing into and using the ‘forbidden to use’ Dark aspect of God's energy in any interaction
with any other child of God. (The fruit from the Tree of Evil)
If you are by God to be 'judged' as a person needing to so be judged and punished within God’s
Law due to any failure on your part to bow to His Command above, then you will be judged
according to aforesaid failure to bow to God's Command and the following 'articles.'
Are you a person who in any way injures or causes others to be disadvantaged, interfered with,
taxed, enslaved, controlled, evicted, denied freedom of movement, punished, waged war upon or
killed or deceived by your personal intent, word, or deeded activity?
Are you a person who in any way injures or deceives in a way that causes others to be
disadvantaged, interfered with, taxed, enslaved, controlled, evicted, denied freedom of
movement, punished, waged war upon or killed or deceived by the word or deeded activity of
others in your EMPLOY?
If the answer to either of the above paragraphs is "Yes," then you will be bound over to suffer that
same fate as your 'victims' at the hands of very powerful dark invisible spirit forces operating
clandestinely through the mind of mortal men that they 'possess' telepathically.
Further to this above Fact, I need to alert you to a second more 'damaging' FACT that,
unbeknown to you, every time the Dark forceful malignant energy is used in ones interaction
with others, a small amount of this energy is absorbed into your soul and adds to the mass of
dark energy therein which comprise of your negative emotions of fear, anger, hatred, greed,
jealousy and, - - It is the vibration of this Dark energy that draws your spirit soul down and away from the Light
to a lower realm vibrating at the same dark, negative frequency you used.
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NO Dark energy can exist in the Light of Heaven, thus it is the weight of Dark energy of God the
Source that you ignorantly or arrogantly drew in that is the ‘Judge’ so to speak. For IT is beyond
your control to ‘handle’ IT and IT is very powerful indeed, and IT is what is to destroy YOU if
you fail to now heed me.
God the Super Power comprises of both benign (light - creative) and malignant (dark destructive) ENERGY by which we are created and which ‘energizes’ our being. It formed our
unique spirit beings that exist forever. This energy is ALL KNOWING, ALL POWER, ETERNAL
and ever present. These two energies are a LAW unto THEMSELVES
How you as an individual express these energies gives you a just return "good for good" or "bad
for bad" as stated, and they are a Law unto themselves, and are therefore the most just and
ultimate law, the law that cannot be nullified, altered or changed.
You are safe and happy if you only use the Light benign creative "peace, love, compassion,
forgiveness, mercy energy, - you are unsafe if you decide to use the Dark malignant, destructive,
or controlling energy in your interaction with others and, - - You are also unsafe if you decide to implement a law that requires punishment to maintain It's
self in the belief that it will be better for all because, - - - the coerciveness of the punishment
'threat,’ as well as the actual punishment, is of itself use of Dark energy.
Any suggestion to use 'forcefulness' comes via the Dark energy telepathically and that energy has
within Itself a need or desire to elevate Itself in order to maintain Itself and to mete out
retribution and balance IT’S Scales of Justice upon those defiant of God’s Command.
These are those who disturb the peace of others which is in direct opposition to the "Meek and
Humble - Go your way in peace," benign energy which has no need for 'self' elevation. Dark
energy ‘Itself’ does not suffer because It is unique unto Itself. It is what it is, the great I AM, even
as the Light is the great I AM.
NO person 'inherits' the 'sad' and unhappy and destructive 'side' or energy. That energy only
grows within a person who defied God and uses the dark energy in their interaction with others
thereby suffering the consequence. It just so happens that people have been using IT (darkness)
for so long that they now presume it is a Right to so do and that is truly error.
In order to be living in a state of pure bliss one cannot have any negative energy within ones soul,
but 'Yes,' when you have darkness within you then you can 'see' the difference but, - - - by the
time you have so much darkness within you that you can no longer see the difference between IT
and the Light then you are already so far down the 'tubes' that there is NO WAY OUT * and, - - You eventually get to the 'point' of the spear where you feel NO 'happiness' and you are
revolving in liquid agony forever, and long before that time you will certainly have forgotten
what 'joy' meant as your 'brains' will simply be a 'windmill' on fire.
Falling into a state of damnation and suffering is quite easily done because, once you have felt the
'joy' that 'Father' feels when HE 'swats' some fool VIA you, then you will fall 'victim' to His
power again and again drawing in more dark energy into your soul each time you are a swine.
Note: NO WAY OUT * - The only chance now for anyone to be ‘redeemed’ is to 'bow' to God and
follow His/Her Commands given via my pen and to thus enable the Light to purge your soul of
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dark energy you drew in. You cannot become ‘pure’ within if you continue to ‘sin.’ (Draw more
darkness in by insisting on your doctrinal belief in the ‘restorative’ nature of punishment.)
The unique and individual 'aspects' of the Light spectrums that were used by God and 'formed' at
the moment of your souls 'inception is what makes you an individual Soul.
People of ALL races and named 'creeds' or 'religions' need to know that the 'key' to Salvation is
'simply' to obey and remain in absolute conformity at all times and in all situations to God's
Command:
"Go your way in peace and love one another and be merciful, compassionate and forgiving."
AND in order to be able to do the above one should read the Star prayer document and say the
'prayer' daily so as to fortify the mind. “Why,” so that ON the day any 'aggressor' comes your
way sent by God you CAN maintain PEACE as you extend them a cup of tea and stoically and
quietly suffer their imposition without retaliating.
~ The Constitution of the new age of enlightenment and freedom from inner sin ~
As mankind becomes 'enlightened' they will individually STOP funding control, punishment,
coercion and war that is the use of God’s destructive force.
The government 'head of house' will be replaced by God as head of house, with NO control and
having true civil services provided that have advisory departments in the various aspects of life
to assist any seeking advice. NO punishment but rather freedom for all.
God's Constitution States:
“My children: You ‘may’ people elect but not to you control or protect, only to assist the
disbursement of funds you freely give so that others ‘elsewhere’ can happier live. Other than
this, each goes their OWN way, doing what they are inspired to by ME each day, and whatever
any other does do, you personally just be respectful, kind and true."
God the “Source’ is the invisible Sovereign Power, Ruler and Authority, and is the ‘overriding’
factor forgotten by man, but now ‘remembered’ for man by me. Heed me or bleed for eternity.
As written by the hand of Terence
I AM the 'Plenipotentiary' of ‘God – Allah – Odin – Mungu’ or by any other name.
God is THE CREATOR & THE DESTROYER.
Links
The Slave citizen document: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.com/web/slavery1.htm
The Star Prayer: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.com/web/starpray.htm
The Tree of Evil: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.com/web/evil.htm
God is GOD : http://www.the-testament-of-truth.com/testamnt/test076.htm#Testament 94
This document is on line at: Item 22 – Page 10 found at: http://www.for-giveness.co.uk
Peace – education & harmony is the new way to be.
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